MLA Style Guide 8th ed.
This is a guide to the most common types of citations. If you need additional help, please ask staff in the library.

Citing Web Materials

Website

In References:

Author. “Title of Page.” Title of Website. Publisher, Date,

URL. Date of access.

Malik, Omar. “Pokemon GO Will Make You Crave Augmented Reality.” The New Yorker, 12 July 2016,


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(Malik)

Electronic copy of a journal article, retrieved from a database

In References:


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(Driscoll-Engelstad 42)

**Online Newspaper article (no author)**

In References:

“Shoplifter Assaults Store Employee.” *The Guardian*, 23 March 2010,


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(“Shoplifter”)

**Online Encyclopedia Article**

In References:

"Art Conservation and Restoration." *Encyclopædia Britannica Online*. Encyclopædia Britannica,


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(“Art Conservation”)

**Citing Books**

**Book**

In References:


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(Gillespie and Lerner 278-279)
Book—edited

In References:


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(Baker 1265)

Book—no author or editor

In References:


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(Encyclopedia of Indiana 297)

Citing Print Journals & Newspapers

Journal article

In References:

Piper, Andrew. “Rethinking the Print Object: Goethe and the Book of Everything.”


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(Piper 130)
Magazine Article—three or more authors

In References:


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(Weintraub et al. 94)

Newspaper Article—no author

In References:


In text (paraphrase and quote):
(“New Health Center” D24)